Class of

2021

Tomorrow's engineers today

Congratulations to our

class of 2021!
In 2021, Skills for Security saw 44
Apprentices completing their Fire,
Emergency and Security Systems
Apprenticeship. The apprenticeship
is the only way to prove competency
in this sector and showcases the
hard work and commitment that
these students have shown over the
last three years. The apprenticeship
is challenging and stretches the
learning of all the apprentices.
As many of you are aware, the skills
crisis is worsening in many sectors
and the fire and security sector has
not escaped this. The only way to
ensure your business remains
sustainable and is able to meet
customer demand over the next 5
years is to recruit and train your
own talent. This year's apprentices
was by far the largest number in the
UK, and 2022 is forecasting a
significant rise in apprenticeships
taking place, which we hope brings
us nearer to closing the evergrowing skills gap in our sector.
Congratulations to all of you, and
best of luck in your future careers.

David Scott
Managing Director

Skills for Security

Apprentice of the Year

Grace McDonald
The Skills for Security Apprentice
of the Year was awarded to
Grace McDonald.

In an ever changing fire industry,
engineers need to have more than
qualifications
and
experience.
Regulations and codes of practice
can change very quickly, which
requires engineers to think on their
feet and be able to adapt to
changes. Grace’s passion to learn,
and interest in the industry shone
through. Her knowledge didn’t end
at what she was taught; she always
wanted to know - “But what if ?”.
This interest and attitude made
Grace an apprentice who was
enjoyable to teach as she always
asked for that bit more and gave it
back in return with her ideas and
take on the subject being taught.
The team at Skills for Security wish
her the very best for the future.
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Brandon Lee
Cronin

Kieron Laugton
Brandon passed his Security
only assessmernt on 10 - 11
May.

Brandon works for Inspired
Integrated Systems Ltd.
They specialise in
maintaining and installing

Kieran passed his Security
only assessment on 2 March
2021.

Patron Sevurity are an
insurance-approved
security company based
in Ashford, Kent, offering

integrated security systems for

services to keep homes and

leading companies in the UK and across

businesses better protected

Europe, Middle East & Africa.

across the South East.

Callum Jones

Charlie Philbin
Callum passed his Fire only
assessment on 29 -30 April.

Charlie passed his Security only
assessment on 7 May.

Callum works for Phoenix

Charlie works for Business

Alarms. They specialise in

Watch UK. As established

the supply, installation
and routine maintenance of
fire alarm systems, fire
suppression systems, fire extinguishers
and emergency lighting.

critical services professionals
with over 25 years’ experience
in the sector, BusinessWatch
Group is both dedicated and
passionate about protecting you, your business and
your employees.

Bradley Furlong

Alfie Townend
Bradley passed his Security

Alfie passed his Security

only assessment on 7 May.

only assessment on 13 - 14
May.

Bradley works for Inspired
Integrated Systems Ltd.
They specialise in maintaining
and installing integrated security
systems for leading companies in the
UK and across Europe, Middle East & Africa

Alfie works for Amax. They
are specialists in intelligent
monitoring systems, using HD
cameras to monitor workflow,
customer behaviour and security over the internet.
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Morgan Hill

Jack Bultitude
Jack passed his Fire and Security
assessment on 18 - 19 May.

Jack works for Elecsec,
who specialise in
designing, installing and
servicing fire & security
systems, for Homes,
Businesses and Industrial
premises throughout the South West.

Morgan passed his Security only
assessment on 24 - 25 May.

Morgan works for Pointer
Ltd. They add value to
their customer’s businesses
through the use of
innovative solutions,
continuous development of our
experienced team and working
with quality partners.

Ed Waite

Matthew Terrza
Ed passed his Security only
assessment on 24 - 25 May.

Matthew passed his Fire and
Security assessment on 21
May.

Ed works for Clear Image
Systems Ltd. They specialise
in the design, installation
and support of commercial Fire
and Security solutions to
organisations throughout the UK.

Matthew works for GPT
Security Installations, which is
an alarm system installer
located in the city of Downham
Market.

George Asquith

Callum Ravenhall

George passed his Security

Callum passed his Fire and

only assessment on 4 June.

Security assessment on 28
May.

George works for Business
Watch UK. As established
critical services professionals
with over 25 years’ experience
in the sector, BusinessWatch
Group is both dedicated and passionate about
protecting you, your business and your employees.

Callum works for CT
Security Solutions, who
specialise in installing and
service of high quality residential
and commercial security systems across the UK.
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Louis Hall

Oliver Smith
Oliver passed his Security only
assessment on 22 - 23 July.

Oliver works for MES
Systems, who design,
supply, install and maintain
a variety of fire and security
systems.

Louis passed his Security only
assessment on 5 - 6 August.

Louis works for MES
Systems, who design,
supply, install and
maintain a variety of
fire and security system.

Jon Howard

George Nicholson
Jon passed his Security only
assessment on 5 - 6 August.

George passed his Security
only assessment on 2 and 3
August.

Jon works for Ministry of
Defence. The Ministry of
Defence is the British
government department
responsible for implementing
the defence policy set by Her Majesty's Government, and
is the headquarters of the British Armed Forces.

George works for Doyle
Security. Since 1985, they
have been working closely
with businesses throughout
Yorkshire by helping them secure and protect their
businesses, assets and people.

Josh Young

George Jowett
Josh passed his Security
only assessment on 8
October.

Josh works for North VS
Limited. They are a Security
system installer company based
in North Shields, England

George passed his Security
only assessment on 13
August.

George works for Doyle
Security. Since 1985, they
have been working closely
with businesses throughout
Yorkshire by helping them secure and protect their
businesses, assets and people.
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Ethan Howard

Alex Trubshaw
Alex passed his Security only
assessment on 18 - 19
October.

Alex works for Adept

Ethan passed his Security only
assessment on 1 - 2
November.

Ethan works for Mayson

Security Systems, who

Security Services. They

apply a wide range of

install, maintain and

security & fire solutions to
a wide range of clients

repair all types of
electronic security.

with excellent results.

Joe Dolman

Luke Whittaker
Joe passed his Fire and

Luke passed his Fire and

Security assessment on

Security assessment on 15

29 October.

Joe works for Abel Alarm

October.

Luke works for Genney Fire

Company. Abel has grown

and Security. Genney

to become one of the UK’s

Installations are a business

largest privately-owned providers
of electronic security systems.

which prides itself on high
standards.

Wesley Whilock

Grace McDonald

Wesley passed his Fire and

Grace passed her Fire

Security assessment on

only assessment on 29

15 and 16 November.

Wesley works for Security
Services Group. The Security
Services Group is a diverse
and ambitious company who
have been protecting people and property for over thirty
years.

November.

Grace works for Clymac.
Since 1992, Clymac has
delivered fully integrated fire
systems with a focus on
outstanding customer service.
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Cameron Keenan

Tim Efiong
Tim passed his Fire only
assessment on 10
December.

Tim works for Fire Safe
Services, who have many
years of experience in the
provision of fire suppression,
detection systems, security
alarms, CCTV and monitoring
services to all sectors thrghout the UK.

Cameron passed his Fire and
Security assessment on 7
December.

Cameron works for CBS
Security and Remote
Monitoring. Since its
inception in 1995, CBS has
become a respected
provider of Security Services
to a wide range of corporate Clients.

James Jordan

Ben Wadsley
James passed his Security
only assessment on
1 December.

Ben passed his Fire and
Security assessment on 30
November.

James works for Mitie. They

Ben works for PWP Building

are the UK’s leading facilities

Services. PWP specialise in

management and professional

the design, installation and

services company. Mitie manages

maintenance of commercial

and maintains some of the nation’s most recognised

Mechanical, Electrical and Fire and Security systems

landmarks and work with a wide range of blue-chip

throughout the UK and Western and Central Europe.

private and public sector clients.

Jack Bennington

Joel Clarke
Jack passed his Security
only assessment on
3 December.

Jack works for the Ministry
of Defence. The MOD is the
British government department
responsible for implementing
the defence policy set by Her Majesty's Government, and
is the headquarters of the British Armed Forces.

Joel passed his Fire and
Security assessment on
23 and 24 November.

Joel works for EFT. The
company, as an integrated
security manufacturer,
designer, installer and maintainer
across the North West has seen a rapid transition in
recent years.
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Kyle Preston

Ryan Duffey
Ryan passed his Fire and
Security assessment on
24 November.

Ryan works for P&R
Alarms, who tailor their
intruder alarm systems to
suit your exact needs and
provide the best possible
protection for your business, family,

Kyle passed his Fire and
Security assessment on
4 and 5 November.

Kyle works for Marlowe
Fire and Security. The
company specialises in
maintain the capability to
help prevent, detect and
monitor your Fire and Security risks.

house, and home.

Logan Charlton

Charlie Oliver
Logan passed his Fire and
Security assessment on
1 October.

Logan works for PWP
Building Services. PWP
specialise in the design,
installation and maintenance of
commercial Mechanical, Electrical and
Fire and Security systems throughout the UK and Western

Charlie passed his Security
only assessment on
18 June.

Charlie works for the Ministry
of Defence. The MOD is the
British government department
responsible for implementing
the defence policy set by Her Majesty's Government,
and is the headquarters of the British Armed Forces.

and Central Europe.

Ben Cook

Sam Telfair
Ben passed his Fire only
assessment on
30 June - 1 July.

Ben works for Voyager
Electrical Services Ltd. They
offer technical experience to
the fire alarm industry, offering high
standards of installation, maintenance, commissioning
and fault finding on a wide variety of conventional and
addressable systems.

Sam passed his Fire and
Security assessment on
6 and 7 July.

Sam works for ASG
Integrated Systems. They
are an accredited and
specialist life safety and security
service provider to the public, private and commercial
sectors.
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Alex Kinvig

Ryan Tiene

Alex passed his Fire and Security on the 8
and 9 July. Alex works for EFT. The company,
as an integrated security manufacturer, designer,

Ryan passed his Security only

installer and maintainer across the North West

assessment on 19 and 20

has seen a rapid transition in recent years.

August.

Alex King

Ryan works for Sitewatch.
Sitewatch are leading
consultants, installers and

Alex passed his Security only on the 22

operators of automated

November. Alex works for The Ministry
of Defence. They are a British government department

fire and security systems.

responsible for implementing the defence policy set
by Her Majesty's Government, and is the headquarters
of the British Armed Forces.

Adam Plowman

Samuel Reynolds
Adam passed his Fire and
Security assessment on

Samuel passed his Fire only
assessment on 31 August.

27 August.

Samuel works for F Tech Fire
Adam works for Bluebird

and Electrical, who specialise

Security. It is one of the areas'

in the design, installation and

premier security installation
companies specialising in Burglar
alarms, Fire alarms, CCTV and Door Entry Systems.

maintenance of Fire Alarms,
Emergency Lighting, Disabled Refuge,
Access Control and all aspects of Electrical work
Domestic and Comercial.

James Connolly

Josh Jones
James passed his Fire and

Josh passed his Security only

Security assessment on

assessment on

17 September.

17 September.

James works for AinsCo
Fire and Security. Whether you
are looking for a complex fully
integrated system incorporating fire,
intruder, CCTV and access control, or a simple
independent system, they can tailor a package to suit
your needs.

Josh works for The Ministry
of Defence. They are a British
government department
responsible for implementing the
defence policy set by Her Majesty's Government, and
is the headquarters of the British Armed Forces.

Skills for Security is the UK’s
largest fire and security
apprenticeship provider.
Working
closely
with
employers, our mission is to
improve both the skills and
standards of professionalism
in the security industry by
providing access to highquality training courses and
qualifications.

www.skills4security.com
Skills for Security Limited
Suite 7, 3rd Floor, The Outset, Bank Quay House,
Sankey Street, Warrington, Cheshire WA1 1NN

